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Based in - The Copenhagen Lab 
A tradition of pride and investment in the public realm



As designers we are concerned with the form 
of the built environment in response to 
people’s uses and needs



As social scientists we investigate how 
people use their environments and how they 
contribute to people’s quality of life



PUBLIC
PUBLIC SPACE

LIFE



Gehl

People! 

PEOPLE
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Observation & analysis 
help us understand public life. 



why do we 
study  

PUBLIC LIFE?



to find human stories 



to find human stories 
to inform strategy & design 



to find human stories 
to inform strategy & design 
to provide evidence 



to find human stories 
to inform strategy & design 
to provide evidence 
to make objective choices 



to find human stories 
to inform strategy & design 
to provide evidence 
to make objective choices 
to benchmark progress 



to find human stories 
to inform strategy & design 
to provide evidence 
to make objective choices 
to benchmark progress 
to discover opportunities



How do we 
study  

PUBLIC LIFE?



we measure 
people MOVING



# WALKING
AGE + GENDER
WALKING AND 

CYCLING
# CYCLING



4TH

SANTA CLARA

6TH

4TH

SANTA CLARA

6TH

4TH

SANTA CLARA

6TH

4TH

SANTA CLARA

6TH

4TH

SANTA CLARA

6TH

4TH

SANTA CLARA

6TH

4TH

SANTA CLARA

6TH

4TH

SANTA CLARA

6TH

Pedestrians cross City Hall Plaza in only one direction, 
from north to south and from south to north, using the 
above mentioned passage. The tower and the bleachers 
block any other direction of movement across the space, 
considerably reducing the activity and the consequent 
possibility for more human interaction. As such, more 
often, City Hall Plaza remains a place to walk by (along 
Santa Clara Boulevard) rather than to walk through, 
especially during weekdays. 

4TH

SANTA CLARA

6TH

Saturday / Tracing pedestrians paths every hour

9 am

5 pm

2 pm

10 am

5 pm

11 am

6 pm 9am - 6 pm

1 pm

Wednesday / Tracing pedestrians paths every Hour

Re-Imagining the Heart of San José : Making City Hall Plaza a Place for People

Tracing 



Test Walks



we measure 
people STAYING 

Hint: Vibrant places invite more people to stay longer 



STANDING

LYING DOWN

BENCH 
SITTING

CAFE 
SITTING

PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY

COMMERCIAL
ACTIVITY

CULTURAL
ACTIVITY

CHILDREN 
PLAYING

AGE + 
GENDER

WAITING 
FOR TRANSIT

BYO 
SEATING

SECONDARY
SEATING



we measure 
public space 
QUALITY 



Quality 
Criteria

Spoiler  
Alert!

*Shameless plug 
for our Walkshop 

at 1:15





FRAMEWORK

PLAN
PSPL

STRATEGY

TACTICAL
PILOT
PROJECTS

ACTIVATION
EARLY

What kind of Life?  
and Where?

Where and  
How do we start?



FRAMEWORK

PLAN
PSPL

STRATEGY

• Establish Public Space Public Life Metrics 

• Develop Gradient of Public to Private Spaces 

• Create a Street Hierarchy and Network Plan 

• Create a Toolkit of Public Space Types to be Deployed Incrementally 

• Develop a Public Space Investment and Phasing Plan



• Learn By Doing & Reduce Risk with Near Term Pilot Projects 

• Dynamically Engage People and Build Consensus through Action 

• Make Magnets and Build Buzz through Early Activation  

• Create Critical Mass at Strategic Locations 

TACTICAL
PILOT
PROJECTS

ACTIVATION
EARLY



You measure  
what you care about.

Not everything that can be counted 
counts, and not everything that counts 

can be counted.
- Albert Einstein











Cultures are different…



Climates are different…



But the way People inhabit and use Space is universal

In many ways we are not all that different…



A walking animal.



Even from an early age we walk at roughly 3 mph



Eye level





Our senses are very important 







We need a lot of stimuli 

1000 stimulus per hour =  
1 per every 4 seconds





Human senses are a  
necessary planning consideration

4 sec. 4 sec. 4 sec.



3	mph	environments 
Human	scale,	social,	all	senses	are	activated







We walk in the shadow when it’s 
hot



Or sit in the sun when it’s cold



“Man is man’s greatest joy”  
(Old Icelandic saying) 



The	social	field	of	vision:	Distance	100-0,5m	
Distance:	100m	-	Movement	and	posture	



Distance:	80m 
Age	and	gender



Distance:	50m 
Haircolor	and	characteristics



Distance:	10m 
Facial	expression	and	emotions	 



Distance:	1.5-3.5m 
Social	distance	and	contact



Distance:	0.5-2m 
Personal	distance	and	conversation 



Social distance ( 1,3-3,5 m) 



Social	distances



Social	distances

Social	distances



Social	distances





Data + Observation
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Observation  
at All Scales





How does 
public life data 
inform design? 



We work in over 50 countries and 250 cities



Sao Paolo Public Life



On site 

- Local anchoring and public outreach

Interviews with citizens, surveys and 
registration of how people spend time in 
the city were carried out; where do 
people walk, sit, engage in activities 
today and what could be done to get 



Pilot project process – test, measure, refine 

- Survey, planning

Pilot projects require elaborate planning 
and preparation before implementation. 
It is evident  that the implementation 
phase is as condensed as possible as 
to create the least inconvenience for the 

1:1 TEST

The use of temporary pilot projects is a 
way of testing solutions in scale 1:1 and 
at the same time have an engagement 
process and a dialogue with existing 



4 pilot project sites in São Paulo city centre

Largo Paissandú & 
Avenida São João

Praça Ouvidor Pacheco e Silva  
& Largo São Francisco 

Rua 25 de Março

Pateo do Collegio & Rua 
Roberto Simonsen



2 pilot project sites selected for implementation 

- November 2014

Largo Paissandú  
& Avenida São João 

Praça Ouvidor Pacheco e Silva  
& Largo São Francisco 

More than transit An Active and Vibrant Square



Key findings - before

Not a plaza but parking, ventilation and ‘pass 
through’ area 

Little activity despite many potential users in 
the area. University with 3360 students 

Perceived as unsafe, little nighttime activity  

Poor connection between Largo São Francisco 
and Praça Ouvidor Pacheco e Silva – causing 
jaywalking 

on the São Francisco side lies a 
university. Interviews showed that many 
students stayed after hours to work at 
school and to avoid spending extra 
hours in commute which they would if 

Praça Ouvidor...... was mostly people 
moving through, very few people 
spending time - the lower part of the 
plaza, which originally was part of the 
pilot project is used for parking and 

the plaza connects directly to the city 
center pedestrian streets network, with 
shops and many of the down town



Few people spending time 

- Key findings before

Average activity = 53 
Majority is people standing  

Seating is limited to secondary seating 

2013 
BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION

Standing Secondary  
seating



Not a very inviting square 

- Key findings before

Ventilation shaft fences and poor maintenance



But street vendors along the edges indicate  
pedestrian activity 

- Key findings before

Informal street vendors 
Left; outside university entrance 

Right; by access to pedestrianized shopping streets 

we have no pedestrian before counts.....



Jaywalking; Poor connection across street, 
parked vehicles and no crossing 

- Key findings before

100s of people daily crossing the street outside  
of designated crossing areas between  

Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva 

Desire lines not supported! 



Student life is not visible in the public space 

- Key findings before

Suggested placing of new activity areas, 
seating and active edges 



Actions

Prioritizing pedestrians and cyclists 
- New pedestrian crossing 
- Bicycle racks 
- Bike lane 

Creating support for staying activities – furniture and infrastructure 
- Wooden deck 
- Beach umbrellas and chairs 
- Regular wood benches 
- Wood benches adapted to retaining walls 
- Movable tables and chairs 
- Information & storage center, container unit 
- Public toilets 
- Public lighting improvements 

Inviting people and activating the public space - events 
- Open air cinema 
- Open air karaoke 
- Food trucks & stalls – “Feirinha gastronômica” 
- Concerts & artistic interventions



Implementation 

- Quick and over night, avoiding obstruction of traffic, parking lane

Imitating paving patterns of existing square, 
 creating visual connection across the street 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Implementation 

- Quick and over a few days, underused square, little obstruction of life

Removal of fences around ventilation shafts, 
Making space for people 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva  
- Before

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva  
- After

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva  
– Before and after 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva  
– Before and after 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva 

Unobstructed connection, visual and physical  
– Before and after 

New loading zone for delivery trucks placed in slip lane 
south of the square  

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Reduction in jaywalking and more pedestrians 

From no crossing to large crossing area 
- Key findings, Before and After 

2013 

2014100% Crossing street at desire 
lines, without crossing

9% 
Crossing outside of new 

designated crossing area

*Increase in total number of 
people crossing the street, 

from an average of 122 people / 
hour in 2013 to an average of 

400 people / hour in 2014 



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva 

Crossing area connecting the 2 squares  
– Before and after 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva 

Crossing area connecting the 2 squares  
– Before and after 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva 

From uninviting corner to active square 
– Before and after 

Existing kiosk becomes part of the new square 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva 

– everyday activity

Lunch break, rest under the shade 
- Free WIFI 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo
very busy at lunch time



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva 

– everyday activity

Lunch break, rest under the shade 
- Free WIFI 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo
very busy at lunch time
food trucks



Praça Ouvidor – Largo São Francisco 

Active and vibrant square



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva 

– event activity

Film screening 

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



Largo São Francisco and Praça Ouvidor e Silva 

– event activity, Karoke Night

photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



More users and a more diverse use 

- Key findings, Before and After 

Average activity = 129 
122% Increase in people spending time 

More commercial activity 
Folding chairs are popular 

Waiting for transport 

Average activity = 58 
Majority is people standing  

Seating is limited to secondary seating 

2013 
BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION

Waiting for transport

Standing Secondary  
seating

Commercial 
Activity

Sitting in  
folding chairs

the bus stop is new to the count area, 
moving it was part of the pilot project, 



Peak at lunch and high activity level after 6pm 
- Key findings, after implementation 

In 2013;  43 people was counted at 
both lunch hour and at 7pm 

In 2014;

150
140

Increase in 
peak hour 
activity by 

235%

before counts was also done after 7pm 
- but the follow up survey only ran to 
7pm for some reason



photo courtesy SP Urbanismo



We measure how 
many people and 

what are they doing 
in public space…



Who is 
using public 

space?



Bryant Park, NYC
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What about   
social diversity  

in Public Space? 



110

Our cities are 
divided… 



111

…public space is 
where we come  

together 



112

diversity is core to 
economic 

competitiveness,  
civility, and democracy 



How do we 
measure 

social diversity  
in Public Space?



Toolbox Case Study in San Francisco

Three tools 
working together 
to measure social 
life and economic 
integration in 
place

Survey

Observational 
Analysis

Census for City 
Streets



Census for City Streets

Many people take and 
post photographs on 
Instagram every day. 
   
(17% of all users 
surveyed in local tests)

We collect the 
10,000 most recent 
photos posted in a 
space

Each photo-taker’s 
photos are mapped, 
and their home location 
estimated

Median income and % 
unemployed data for 
each user’s 
neighborhood are 
estimated 

Data for all photo-
takers in this 
space are 
aggregated



Patricia's Green, Hayes Valley San Francisco



Patricia's Green





59% local 
(bay area) 

41% global



Union Square, Downtown, San Francisco



Union Square



Fewer local 
visitors to 

Union Square 



38% local 
(bay area) 

62% global



Utilizing the census - Income Diversity 



Utilizing the census - Unemployment Rates 



Validity of social media proxy 

Out	of	76	
respondents

Out	of	49	
respondents

Union Square
51% use instagram and 
15% posted in Plaza

Patricia’s Green
61% use instagram and
19% have posted in this plaza



What are the 
qualities that invite 

social mixing? 



Public space as a meeting place – Union Square 



Public space as a meeting place – Union Square 



what kind of 
LIFE do you 
want to invite?



Gehl

People! 


